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                            1. Introduction

   As to how to make a screw surface of a board used in a serew conveyer

and the like, two or three methods regarded as fit for awork shop are

known wide, but in these methods, by reason of the fact that a helix curva-

ture ona root cyllnder, a flank angle etc., the important elements toa

screw surface, are not taken into consideratioR, an outside diameter, apitch

and a flank angle cannot be made just as they are desired.

   As is generally kRown, only an involute helicoid screw surface can be

developed among the screw surfaces, and therefore its screw surface must be

made of a board by taking advantage of the property. About such a way o£
                                  1)tkinkiRg, for example, Dr. P. CoRMAc shows that an involute helicoid screw

may be constructed by cutting out two circular rings having a slit of a board,

Fig. 1, bein.cr overlapped and stitched together round the outer circular

edges and pullin.ff apart it at the slits. But a method of making a screw

surface o± a board with requested dimensions seems not to be fouRd yet.
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Fig. 1. Censtruction of Medel of Involute
     Heliceid Screw shewn by P. CoRMAc.
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    The author, fully considering the specific property of an involute helicoid,

has found out the theory ,of making a screw surface of an involute helicoid

of a board, which led him to make one that has a dimension as accurate as

desired. This method is not only useful in maRufacturiRg a conveyer, pump

and the like which need a screw surface but also convenient in both research-

ing and teaching a screw thread and a gear, especially in the latter as a

model of an involute helicoid, an involute worm, a gear hob etc. can be

made easily and accurately.

                         2. Theory of Making

    This theory, as is above mentloned, is to be derived from fact that an

involute helicoid has a property of being developable and the developed one

becomesa ring of two concentric circles, and therefore, it is a chief subject

to decide the dimensions of the inner and outer diameter of the ring, in

ogder to make a screw surface with requested dimeRsions.

    Moreover, wlten we come to think that a pitch, a flank angle and an

outsjde diameter change according to their mutual relation and in consequence,

variant screw surfaces can be formed, in case of the inner circumferential

edge of the ring being fitted aroffand a shaft, it is well understood that a

pitch, a fiank angle, an out,side diameter and a shaft diameter, namely a

root diameter, are all the constructive elements of the screw surface. EVen

lf the dimension ofaring has been decided to makea requested screw

surface, the r,ing makes not only the particular requested one but also

other variant ones infinitely within a certain limit.

  2-1. Radius of fielix Curvature on Base Cy}inder

   The radius ofa helix curvature on the base cylinder of an involute

helicoid, is equal to that of the inner circle of the ring that the developed

screw surface forms. The diameter and the lead aRgle of the helix oR the

base cylinder can be calculated from the given involute helicoid, so tke

radius of the helix curvature on the base cylinder must be obtained, in

proceeding with this theory.

   In Fig. 2, let rg be the radius of the base cylinder of an involute helicoid.

Let Ao, Ai and A2 be the points where the helix and the tangents, that is,

a generatrix of an involute heiicoid, at Qi and Q2 to the helix meet a perpen-

dicular plane to axis, QiPi and Q2P2 the generatrix o'f the base cylinder at

Qi and Q2, Mi the intersection of the tangents to the helix at Qi and Q2,

M2 the intersection of the taBgents to the base cylinder at Pi and P2, re-

spectively. Andlet .utAiMiA2== dO', ZAiM2A2nd-de andlet Pg be the lead angle
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Fig. 2. 0btaining Radius
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the pitch and cr the

   For the mean 6iameter

the lead angle "O. at

and from the property

base cylinder, we have

                   tan i3g == ,vXtan2 cr+tan2i3. ･

   From the preceding equations, ,8g can be obtained,

of the base cylinder is given by

                          p
                   S'g = 2r, .tan t9g '

}Ience, for the radius Rg of curvature of helix on tke

Eq. (3), we get

                          rg                   Rg == um' .
                        cos2' NOg
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        of the helix, we have

                     dO == dO'.sec Pg. (1>
        Then, the angle subgended by QTQ2, that is the

        helix, at the centre of the l]ase cyllnder becom,es

        de', the radius of curvature p is given by

(Uy rg.dO.sec ,Sg                                    . (2)                     p=                             det
JiJ

        From the tvLro preceding equations, we get
  1'e

                     p= rg" sec2t9g. <3)

        The above is also the equation to obtain the

        radlus of a common helix cu,rvature.

          2--2. Equatiens to Obtain tke bimensions

   on            Of the involute helicoid screw surface, 2r. is

        the outside diameter, 2rb the root dlameter, P

  fiank angle at the mean diameter, xespectively.

         2r,, we have '

   2r, =r.+rb, (4)
  the mean diameter is given by

            P
   tan S, ==---2-;,-i-, (5)
             c

     of an involute helicoid, for the lead angle i3g on the

and

base

            (6)

so the radius rg

            <7)

eylinder, from

            (8)
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the

be the length of the generatrix from

the top of an involute helicoid screw

R,

base

   iV' rb2 - 1'g2
S 1 = """""L"'M""
     cos Pg

   V raL"me 7'g2
S. -- ---..............

 " cos Pg

and R2 be the

 cylinder to the

distance

root and

 the point of contact

surface, respectively,

from the

the top of

(9)

(10)

centre of the helix

that screw surface,

R, =
AV'7'b2oCOs2Pg + r.2 'Sin2fi.

Cos2 Pg '

(11)

For

and let

haviBg

                Vr.2ecos2Pg -l- rg2.siffiP-g
            R                                                            (!2)             "=             " Cos2 pg .

the lengthl of one coil of the helix on the base cylinder, we have

             i=c2oZsrpg., a3)

e (deg.)be the ratio of the length l to the circumferential length

the radius Rg of the helix curvature as its radius, we get

e ==
  l

2rrRg

        rg
.360=--- -
     Rg.cosBg

.360, (14)

where 0 is the centre angle of the circle radius Rg which is needed to obtain

one coil of the helix. Then the number n of the coils of the screw surface

which caB be made of a board, is glven by

                       Rg'cosPg
                    n=-----･------. (15)                          rg

 2-3. Constructiova

   The construction order is as follows (Fig. 3):

   Describe a circle of radius Rg. Declde two points on the circumference

so that the angle subtended by them at centre may be 0. Draw atangent to

the circle at each point and decide two points on either of the tangents

having the distance of Si and S2 from the point of contact, as shown in the
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   Fig. 3. Censtruetion of Surface Fig. 4. ConstructioR ef Serew Surface

        of Beard (1). of Board (2).

fi.aure. Descrive two concentric circles of which the yadii have the distaiice

covering iyom the centre to the points, respectively, and the part surrounded

by the two circles and the two tangeRts (covered with oblique lines in the

figttre) makes the screw surface of one coil.

   The inner circumferential edge forms the root and the outer forms the

top of the screw surface, and the tangents make the generatrix of the in-

volute helicoid. Therefore, if the inner circumferential edge is fitted to the

helix having a requested pitch on the shaft of which the diameter is equal

to the requested root diameter, the outside diameter and the fiank angle

are to have requested value naturally, that is, the desired screw surface is

to be obtained.

   Moreover, the two concentric circles can be descrived by Rt and 1?L, from

Eq. (11) and (12), but in this case, it is easy to descrive but troublesome to

calculate and the generatrix of an involute helicoid cannot be seen, as shown

in Fig. 4.

   The number of boards which are needfu1 to mal<e as many coiis of the

sgrew surface as number AJ; if the overlaps be ignored, is given by Ai/n and

the fraction must be calculated as one board. In this case, the angle 0 of

tke board, from Eq. <14･), is given by

                           rg
                    0==: )?."'; e'6ww,''B'."'360"<fraction). (16)

                  3. Example of Calculation and Models

   Data are as follows:



                    Outside diameter 2 r. =: 150 mm,

                    Root diameter 2rb == 58mm,

                    Pitch P== 52mm,
                    Flank angle a=:= 3oO.

    The lead angle lg, at the mean diameter, from Eq. (5) and (4), is given

by

                              P
                    tan l9c =-' .･(i--i----iJ,-s･, (17>

substituting the data in above Eq. (17), we get

        '                                 52
                    tan iJO =:------- - := O. 1592.
                       iC 3.Ml.6(75 -l- 29)

Tke lead angle Pg･ on the base cylinder is, by substituting above value and

tan300 =:-:- O. 5774 iR Eq. <6),

                    tan Pg == VO. 57742 -F O. 15922 = O. 5989,

hence

                    Bg == 300ss',

substituting above value in Eq. (7), the radius rg of l)ase cylinder is

                    rg =2 × 3. i4i562'x'o'. sgsg == i3･ sig2,

 then, the radius of curvature Rg of the helix is, by substituting above value

and cos 30055' == O.8579 in Eq. (8),

                         13. 8192
                    Rg :7- 'ttl-g's'7g:rm= 18. 78 (mrn).

   The centre angle 0 of the circle of the radius Rg necessary to obtain one

coii of the screw suyface, from Eq. (14), ls

                           13. 82
                    0 == Tt.uxts×o. ss7g "360 =: 308. 8 (deg. ),

the length Si and S2 of the tangents to the circle of radlus Rg, from Eq. (9>

and (le), are
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                   s, :k- 'Y-f-?--9":t-. g-k3: -8-?L' == 2g. 72 (mm),

                       V75L' - 13. 82L'
                   S`i"M'nv o. s6 := 85. 92 (mm).

   The number of coils which can be obtained of a board, by substituting

the preceding values in Eq. <l5>, is

                        18. 78 × O. 86                   't ::'=um ""fi'g'2u-" un' :=T- 1. 17 (coils>.

   Using the values of 1?g, 0, Si and St obtained by these manners, the

requested screw surface can be made. The screw surface which is made by

the above mentioned caluculated value is shown in Photo-1. In making the

                             screw surface practically, the inner circum-

   . ferential edge of the phosphor bronze plate

Pheto. 1. Medel of Screw Surface.
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2. Model of IRvelute
Screw Surface (1).

ring O.2 mm thlck having above mentioned

values was fitted around to the helix groove

with requested pitch which is made on an

aiuminum cylinder, so that its bottom diame-

ter might be equal to the requested root

diameter. In this case, as £he whole of the

board was used without reference to 0, about

1.2 coils of the screw surface were obtained

as indicated in calcuiation, and moreover,

a very accurate outside diameter and a flank

Helieoid Photo.
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angle were obtained, too.

    A model of an involute helicoid of 148 mm in outside diameter, 58 mm

in root diameter, 52 mm in pitch, 300 in flank angle, is shown in Photo. 2.

In making this screw surface, as three boards (six boards for both the fiank)

were used, about 3.5 coils were obtained. Although both the flanks oi a

screw surface are made by the same constructions, in the sectioB, only an

upper line indicates a generatrix of an involute helicoid, as shown in the

photograph.

   A Iife-size model of a gear hob ; module 12, pressure angle 200, is shown

in Photo. 3.

   In making thess models (Photo. 2, 3 and 4), a pipe and aboard of solid

poly vinyl chloride are used as a material, for the shaft and the plate ring.

The helix groove of the sltaft is skaped by an angular fraise cutter so that it

may have a section which is to be decided from the given pitch and fiank

angle. For example, when the model of the involute helicoid in Photo. 2 is

made, the inner and the outer circumferential edges are shaped accurately

by a lathe as shown in Fig. 5, considering both the cases of overlapping

aRd pasting. The rings are connected with each other a't the cut lines, and

then one fiank is formed by fitting the inner edge to the helix groove. And

the other flank is formed by the same manner, and finally both the fianks

are sticked together round the outer circumferential edges.

                        4. Limit of Flank Angle

   Tke fiank angie of a screw surface which is used in a screw conveyer

st
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ri " Radius of inner Circle.

rL, == i?adius of Oztter Circle.

t = TZticfeness of Board.

crt = Flank An.asle･

Fig. 5. Ferm of Ring Edge.
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and the like, had better be made as small as possible, but in an involute

helicoid, the diameter of a base cylinder canRot be larger thaR a root diame-

ter, and so there will be found out a certain limlt in the fiank aBgle.

   SubstitutiRg Eq. (6), representing the relation in an involute helicoid in

Eq. (7), we get

                              P･
                                       , (18)                    rg -                       2r,Vtwwa-iHima2ev + tan2P.

substituting Eq. (5> in the above equation, we get

                              r,P
                                                                   (19)                    rg -                       ,vi 4'}, 2PE 2':{'a'fi'gZli"l[ILr'tt' 'b '

   From the property of an involute helicoid, we have

                    rb gl:. rg, (20)
from Eq. (!9) and (20), we get

                              r 1'
                    }'b il:V4' -, -, 2r,2. tCan'".a+ p2' (21)

hence, the value of gimit of a fiank angle is given by

                    tan . iii iE.l. M. .1.E.2..:. .rer". (22>
                              2ffr,rb

or

                    tanai}iR..M....i..e.II.li...I./ll.il.i.f..i.1/..tt.T.e..3. (23)

                         - 2rrrb(r.+rb)

When the fiank aRgle has the minimum value obtaiBed by the precediRg

equation, from Eq. (19>, we get rg==rb. That is, the diameter of the base

cylinder is equal to the root diameter, and then from Eq. (9), Si --'LOis

obtained, and the construction i-s as shown in Fig. 6.

    If the value of a fianl< angle becomes smaller than the limit value, a

complete involute helicoid can not be formed, and therefore it is impossible

to construct, too.

    Obtaining the Iimit value of the flank angle in the example shown in

Photo. 2, from Eq. (22), we get

                               52V51. 52-29 L)
                                             =:-L O. 2358,                    taR a })
                         - 2×3. 1416×51.5×29
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   Fig, CoRstruetion of Screw Surface Photo.
          Board (3), in Case of Limait

        Flank Angle.

hence,

                   cr 2 13016t.

   The model of above data (148 mm outside diameter, 58 mm root diameter

52 mm pitch, 13016' flank aBgle) is shown in Photo. 4. The generatrix of the

involute helicoid is observed as the tangent to the root cylinder.

   Moreoxrer, let Pb be the lead angle on the root cylinder, we have

                           P
                   tan Pb ==nt2nv.,.:,r (24>

and substituting above Eq. (24) in Eq. (23), we get

                             Vililentll,ilb-3(;.ua-bY

                                   aa                   tana'2 tan i9b . <25)                       - 1+ Llt
                                    ra

   From Eq. <25), rb/r. being represented as an abscissa, cr as an ordinate

and Pb as a parameter, the diagram shown in Fig. 7 is obtained. Therefore,

when the outside diameter 2r., the root diameter 2rb and the pitch P are

given, the limit of a fiank angle can be decided easily by using the diagram.

                           5. Conclusion

   The following are stated in this paper :- the theory of making a screw

surface of a board could be derived from a property of an involute helicoid
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and an desired one could be made accuratelv. In addition the limit of the
                                        J7
fiank aRgle was disscussed in making it practically.

   The author believes at present that ehis is the only method of making

an accurate screw surface of a board theoretically, since it is theoretically

impossible te make that of the otlter triangtilar thread and the like of a board.

   This methed has the following advantageous points in comparison x?iritli

some other me'Lhods for work shop.

  1) The ontside diameter, the pitch and the flank angle can be rnade as

   they are wi'shed. Iii other words, a theoretically accurate screw surface

   can be made.

  2) The fiank angle which is not considered in other methods can be rnade

   into any angle that meets a purpose for use within a certain limit decided

   by the outside diameter, the root diameter and the pitch, oia the basls

   of the property of an lnvolute helicoid.



  3) The number of coils of a screw surface which is rr}ade of one board

can be calculated.

    Moreover, for example, as a model can be made in case a generatrix

coincides with a cutting off line of a board, and a diameter at a base cylinder

is equal to a root diameter, this is convenient for learning the property of

an involute helicoid.
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                               Summary

   It seems that a theoretical aRd accurate method of makinga screw

surface of a board has not been 1<nown yet.

   Considering the property of an involute helicoid, the author has derived

the theory on how to make a screw surface ofa board, and succeeded in

making a very accurate one by using this theory. This method has many

advantageeus peiRts in comparison with some other methods which are

known as for a work shop.

   Furthermore, the author thinks that this is only method of making an

accurate screw surface of a board, since it is impossible theoretically to

mal<e that of a triangular thread and the like, of a board.


